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                           Tajweed with shapes  

In the name of allah  the Merciful  

In this book we proceed to explain tajweed rules of the Qur'an 

with easy way and small words  . the rules are explained 

overall  and detailed so as to facilitate the learner to apply it  

smoothly  step by step. I will  explain rules firstly  without its 

names  by its shapes then we will  mention it by its  details  

then . We ask Allah to help and guide us  and save us from fire 

by holy quran   ameen  

  

The poor to his Lords forgiveness  

                          Mohamed Ibrahim 

  

We appreciated every one work at book for finding 

example my best students  

                             Leena alavi aboosally  

                             Alisha alavi aboosally 

 

Alhamdulilah the book was ended at ( dated : 14 

November 2016) We believe that this material would 

beuseful to those who are learning Tajweed. Also, 

this can be used as a reference material. In order to 

develop thismaterial, we have referred to the 

following book  
Abd alfatah alqadi, alWafi Fi Sharh Al Shatebia in the 

Seventh Readings, Sawadi library for distribution - Jeddah 

Contact us web and sky id : www.alquranfaculty.com 

Contact address : ashohada ,almenofia, egypt 
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         General rules of shapes at quran text   

 

shape              How will you  pronounce it  

     ô 
Any letter have this shape of sukun is 

pronounced clearly because ith haar   

     O$ tΡ Any letter have sokun like oval  shape  you 

will   pronounce it just  if you stop on it   

       
Noon without any movement ,pronounce 

gonaah except when letters ل,ر follow it 

     (#         Any letter have sokun like circle  you will 

never  pronounce it   

   Λ –n‰t6tã  
Any letter haven’t any movement don’t 

pronounce it , its idgham as  assimilation  

 because iqlaab م  or tanween to ن Convert م    

ë       >     ¸   
  

Pronounce tanween clearly because its ith –

haar 

  Ö     5     Y    
    

Pronounce tanween with gonnah  because 

its ikhfaa or idgham except when ر or ل 

follow it 

     B ¥      J Convert tanween to  م 

    …çµ  ÏµÏ  Any small letter is pronounced like و and ے 

natural maad or س instead of  ص . 
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  +Á   GçΡ 
     û    $Ο !9#   
!$ tΒ   

Its maad assign if u find hamza after it  you 

should stretch maad letters four movements 

, if didn’t find hamza , stretch it six  

movements    

 

  iΒ - ̈β 
You must pronounce gonnah 2 movement 

just with meem and noon when its have 

shaddah   

      $# It hamzat alwassel if you read constantly 

you will not pronounce it , and you must 

pronounce it if you start with it  

    $yγ11� øgxΧ 
This letter ر soft raa its called imalah  

   $̈Ζ 0Βù's? This assign after meem not pronounced but 

you make you lips a rounding without sound  

@‘ Ïϑygõƒ−#u This black dote means tas-heel . pronounce 

alef between hamza and alef 

     * 
Assign the beginning of the quarter   

     ) 
Its sajdah , do sujood  

    ∩⊆⊆∪ 
Its ayah number 

Gonah Its  sound apears from nasal cavity and any 
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gonah is  two movement  

Move-

ment 

 

the time it takes to extend your finger  

 

                                      *****        
 

 

              Assigns of stopping and starting  

Shape                          Its meaning 

�ـ         it  must stop and take  breath 

     it  must  not stop  

 You can stop , and you can read constantly ج    

��� You can stop but recite constantly is the 

best 

��� You can read constantly but stopping is the  

best  

 If you stood on one of them you should not    ؞    ؞   

stand on the second  

 Saktah you will stop slightly stopping   س   

without breath      5−#u‘ 2ô tΒ  

 

 

                                       ***** 
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         Rules for noon sakenah and tanween  

  

 

Firstly :  noon sakenah    

1- any noon sakenah  has sukun as      ôÏiΒ and this 

sukun assign on it we will pronounce it clearly  it 

called ith- haar    

example  

       Môϑyè÷Ρr&          $ yγ÷ΖÏΒ       ÉΑ#u ôÏiΒ 

    èπs)ÏΖ y‚ ÷Ζßϑø9 $#uρ       tβθçGÅs÷Ζ tƒ     tβθàÒ Éó ÷Ζã�|¡ sù 
 

2- any noon hasn’t sukun on it as ÏΒ. you will not 

pronounce it clearly just pronounce gonnah from 

nasal cavity   except with  letters raa and laam you 

will not pronounce noon or gonnah  you will 

pronounce assimilation without gonnah  

Example  

         Α Ì“Ρé&         βθà)Ï�Ζ ãƒ        7Î=ö7s% ÏΒ 

       öΝèδ ö‘É‹Ζè?        ãΑθà)tƒ tΒ           öΝçFΡr& uρ 
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Example without gonnah  

  

            öΝÎγÎn/§‘     ÏiΒ           āω    Å3≈ s9 uρ 
  

3- any noon has letter meem on it we will pronounce 

meem not noon with  gonnah two movement   its 

called iqlaab  

Example  

 

               ’ÎΤθä↔Î6/Ρr&          Ï‰ ÷èt/     . ÏΒ    

 

 

Secondly : tanween   

We have three tanween  shapes 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         tanween 

Ith harr  read it 

clearly  

   º      >         î  

Iqlab convert 

tanween  to م              

G         ¥            7 
 

Ikhfaa or idgaam  

pronounce gonnah 

      5         Y         Ò           
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Example for ith har 

       $VϑŠ Å3ym $ ¸ϑŠ Î=tã               ÷βÎ) >π̈Ζ Å_           ΟŠÏ9 r& ë>#x‹tã  

 

 

Example for gonnah  

            Ÿωuρ $Yèø�̄Ρ         5=ƒÌ�s% 5β% s3̈Β         ×Î7•Β Ö�ós Å™  

Example without gonnah with  and   

                 $ ]%ø—Íh‘ ;οt� yϑrO              Ö Νä3©9 Ö�ƒÉ‹ tΡ  
 

 Example for iqlab 

       #Z��ÅÁ t/  $Jè‹Ïÿ xœ            7‰‹Ïèt/ ¥β% s3̈Β             íΝõ3ç/ BΛà¼  

 

Secondly , explain in detail 

1- ith har : it as six letters when One of these 

letters     ) ء ھـ ع غ ح خ(  follows noon sakenah 

or tanween we will pronounce it clearly like 

example for ith- har        

2- iqlaab :when letter )ب(  follow  noon sakenah 

or tanween  
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3- idghaam : with gonnah when four letters ى ن (
)م و  follow noon sakenah or tanween , without 

gonnah when )ر ل (  follow its  

4- ikhfaa :when rest letters  س ز )ف ظ ط ض ص ش
  follow noon sakenah(  ك قذ د ج ث ت

       or tanween  with gonnah  

                 

                  note exceptional cases   

1- idgham doesn’t appear at same word you will  

pronounce ith haar  as ($u‹÷Ρ‘‰9$#  -  ≈uŠ÷Ψç/ - β#uθ÷Ζ Ï¹  

- ×β#uθ÷Ζ Ï%  ) 
2- if you  did saktah you will not pronounce 

idgham  as  Ÿ5−#u‘ 2ô tΒ Ÿ≅Š Ï% uρ 
3-  if you read jointly at this ayaat you will not 

do idghaam       ÉΟ n= s)ø9 $#uρ ú χ    and    Éβ#uö� à)ø9 $#uρ 
û§ƒ  

 

*****                        **  
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                  Rule for meem sakenah  

        General rules for meem sakenah  

Any meem has sukun and this sukun appears on it 

will pronounced clearly as (óΟ Îγø‹n= tæ  ) . and if it has 

sukun but this sukun  doesn’t assign on  it will 

pronounce gonnah with it  (ÏµÎ/ Μ çλm; )  
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         ****** 

Rules of mushaddah noon and meem  

Any noon or meem has shaddah pronounce it 

with gonnah even while stopping  

Example  

                      ̈βÎ)                         Ïπ ¨ΨÉfø9 $# 
                      ¢Ο èO                        £ϑÏΒ 

                         ******   

                      

Meem  sakenah 
  

Idgham when م 
follows it  

 $ ¨Β/ä3s9  

Ikhfaa when ب 

follows it 

   Ïµ Î/ Μçλ m;  

Ith haar Sukun 

assign on it . other 

letter except 

 āω Î)  öΛèε   
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                    Qalqalah  

Is echo sound appears if these letters have 

original sukun or temporary sukun   ( ق ط ب ج د ) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example  

         ÆlÍ‘$ yèyϑø9 $#            É=≈ys ô¹X{           t, n=y{ 

        ‰ Ïã#uθs)ø9 $#              xÞ≡u� Å_Ç9$#           ‰|¡ ¨Β 

                            ***** 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

Qalqalah +, -.� 

Week qalqala if one 

of theses letters has 

sukun in the middle 

of the word  

šχθ è=ä{ ô‰ tƒ 

Strong qalqala if one 

of these letter has 

sukun at the end of 

word and we stopped 

at   , n=x�ø9 $# 

The strongest qalqala 

when one of these 

letters has shaddah 

and we stopped at it  

¡= s?uρ 
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                     Idghaam rule  

General rule of idghaam if any letters has sukun 

but doesn’t assign on it  and the second letter with 

movement . you will not  pronounce first letter  and 

do idghaam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         

 

                     Explain with details   

1- case of mutamathelian  

If the letters of Madd are Leen letters [ ي or و 

Preceded by fathah], then there will be a complete 

idghaam   as  (#θçΡ% Ÿ2 ¨ρ (#θ|Á tã  

if  both the letters are natural maad  will not do 

idghaam  as      tβθä↔Î6≈ ¢Á9 $#uρ (#ρ ßŠ$ yδ  

if there is saktah you will not do idghaam  7n= yδ 2÷µ u‹Ï9$ tΒ  

       Idgham  

 Mutamathlian 

 12�3456� 

If sukun letter and 

next letter are the 

same  

              öΝçλ°; ≅ è%uρ  
 

Mutjanethian 

1278496� 

If sukun letter and  

next letter aren’t the 

same ,but with same 

origin    Λ–n‰ t6tã 

Mutqarebian  

 �6;4ر:12 

If sukun letter and  

next letter aren’t 

the same ,but with 

close by origin    

              Éb> §‘ ≅ è%  
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         1- Cases of mutjanethien  

Letters Rule  Example 

  ت with  د
   د with ت
  ط with ت
 ت with ط

  ظ with ذ
 ك with ق

Idghaam  
          Λ–n‰ t6tã  -  t ¨t6̈? ‰ s%  
           #uθtã̈Š Mn= s)øOr&    

         ×π x�Í← !$©Û MuΖ tΒ$ t↔sù  
             óΟ çFÛ§� sù $ tΒ 

             óΟ çFôϑn= ¤ß ŒÎ)  
                /œ3)è= øƒwΥ 

 

The rest 

letters 

Ith haar 
             öΝåκ ÷] tã ôx x�ô¹ $$sù  

 

2- Cases of mutaqarebin 

Appears  with idgham noon sakenah ( ن<��=>>>>>? )  ,and 

with lame shamsiah  these are tow cases for it 

appears with idghaam . the rest letters pronounced  

with ith haar as     yìÏϑy™ ô ‰ s%  
                                     *****     
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                    Rules of letter raa ر     

 

               Strong   raa           Soft  raa 

1- when it has fatha or 

dammah also shaddah with 

its  

2- if it has sukun and previous 

letter has fathah or 

dammah. If previous letter 

has sukun ,we will look at 

letter before 

3- if it has sukun and letter 

before it has temporary 

kassra( hamzat alwassel) 

                        ÉëÅ_ ö‘$# 

1- when it has kasra or 

shaddah with kassra 

2- if it has  sukun and 

previous letter has 

kasra. . If previous 

letter has sukun ,we 

will look at letter 

before 

3- word   $yγ11� øgxΧ 

 

Exceptional cases 

1- if it has sukon  and previous letter is yaa 

sakenah  and letter before that  with  fathah  it 

is soft       ç�ö� y{ 
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2- if raa has sukun before kasrah  but letter 

follows it is one of heavy letters ( خ ص ض  غ ط 

will pronounced it heavily (ق ظ        Š$|¹ ö�Ïϑø9 $$Î7s9   
3- there are three words you can pronounce it 

softly and heavily ( Ì�ôÜ É)ø9 $#  -  5  −ö�Ïù  prefer soft 

and  u� óÇÏiΒ    prefer strong)  

Examples  

           †În1 u‘        Ì�ôf x�ø9 $#uρ                    @�øg Éo 

          ã�ā2 x‹ tGtƒ          ×π tãθèù ö�̈Β  Ö‘ ç�ß          Š$|¹ ö�Ïϑø9 $$ Î7s9 

             •�Ÿ°             s− §�x�s?              (#ÿρâ÷É∆ é& 
                                ***** 
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                     Rules for letter laam  

Letter laam sometimes appears soft and other time 

appears strong .  

             1- Laam attributes in word allah  

 

Soft laam Strong laam  

If letter before laam with 

kasra as    

            «!$#  ÉΟó¡ Î0   

If letter before laam with 

fathah or damah as       

 ª!$#  zΝtFyz 

Other laams appear soft as  

                     2- laam atarif 

General  rules any laam has sukun and this sukun 

assign on it will pronounced . and any lamm  hasn’t 

sukon will not pronounced .  This laam follows 

hamzat ulwassl at  nouns . 

It appears  always with sukon 
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Laam shamsiyyah Laam qamariyyah 

When letter follows it  has 

shaddah . and sukun 

doesn’t assign  on laam . 

you will not pronounce it     

as :   ÉΟŠÏm§�9$#     -  Ï!$ yϑ¡¡9 $#   - 

“Ï% ©!$#  -      ÉL©9 $#   -  Í‘θ÷Á9 $# 

When letter follows it 

hasn’t shaddah . and sukun 

assign on it . you will 

pronounce it   as :  

Î/Éj‹ s3ßϑø9 $#  - βθçGø�yϑø9 $#  - Ïπ ¨Ψpg ø:$# - 
 èπyè Ï%#uθø9$#  

   

                     3- laam of verb and letter  

Any laam has sukun and letter or  follow it will not 

pronounced . just idgham except with saktah    

Example  

   Idghaam         çµ yè sù§‘ ≅t/          ith haar   tβ#u‘ 2 ö≅ t/  -  $ uΖù= tGs% 
                               ***** 
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                       Hamzat ulwasle  

Hamzat ulwasle appears before word . it occurs 

without movement on it   as ( $# ) 
The way to pronunciation :  

If you start with it you will pronounce it .  if you start 

with letter before it you will skip it   

 

Pronounced  Skipped  

If you start with hamzat 

ul wasle  

If you didn’t start with 

hamzat ulwasle and 

reader starts with letter 

before hamzat ulwasle  

 

 Example  

 

  È Ïd‰9$# ãΠöθtƒ           öΝèδρß‰ ÷δ$$ sù             ö� ÝàΡ$$ sù 
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      (#θà± øΒ$# Èβ r&              t, n= sÜΡ$#uρ           (#ρç� É9ô¹ $#uρ 

       î,≈n= ÏG÷z$# āωÎ)             Ï' ©#Ïϑø9 $# ’Îû           É−#u�õ° M}$#uρ 
           Cases of pronunciations  

First with damah : 

If the third letter of the verb has damah , you will 

pronounce it with damah  

Example  

               (#ρ ã�ä.øŒ $#             (#θè= äz÷Š$#           §�äÜôÊ $#  

             óΟ èδθè= çFø% $#            (#θã_ ã� ÷z$#            (#ρç� à³ôm$# 
Exceptional cases  

These five verbs third letter has damah but we start 

hamzat ul wasl with kasra because theres deleted 

letter at these verbs  

     #θà)̈?$ا      (#θãΖ ö/$#     #θà± øΒ$ا    ’ÎΤθçGøE$#        (#þθàÒ ø% $# 
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*      ÏMøE$# , ’ÎΤθçGøE$# this word if you start with it ,change 

hamza to natural yaa maad A?ا     

Second with kasera : 

If the third letter has fathah or kasra, you will 

pronounce it with kasra  

Example  

 

            ¹!#u� ÏIøù $#             (#θè= yϑôã$#             (#θä9 Ï‰ôã$# 

           ôx x�ô¹ $#               yì t7©?$#            #θßs |¡ øΒ$# 
                                  ***** 

Hamzat ul wasle at nouns start with fathah except  

these words you willl start it with kasra 

  

       (#îτâ÷ö∆ $#     tLoΨøO$#      È ÷ uΖøO$#      |MoΨö/$#       ß ø⌠$# 

     …çµ oΨö/$#       ÷ tFuΖ øO$#      zΟ ó™ $#     ßNr& t� øΒ$#     ¢tLuΖ ö/$# 
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Example with fathah 

Þ ¸θãmâθø9 $#                ãΑ$t7Åg ø:$#                ß§ ÷Κ¤±9$# 
 

 

Note  :- 

We cant pronounce two letter have sukun beside 

together  so we skip first letter . also if the first letter 

is maad letter and the second is hamzat ulwasle   

Example :   ãΠθ àf–Ψ9 $# #sŒ Î) uρ -  ß#ßs ÷Á9 $# #sŒÎ) uρ -  ÞÚ ö‘ F{$# #sŒ Î) uρ     
 tÏΖ ÏΒ÷σßϑø9 $# (#θãΨtGsù -  ”�çtø:$# ‘n= ÷Fs)ø9 $#   -    ã�≈pκ ÷ΞF{$# $ uηÏGøtrB   
 

If read sourah آل ���ان  you should pronounce meem 

with fathah                ª!$# $  Ο!9#          
                                   ***** 
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                      Rules for maad letters 

 
 First natural maad :-  

  .alif preceded by any letter has fathah   (  واى )

 Yaa sakena  preceded by any letter has kasrah. 

Waw sakena preceded by any letter has damah.  

  

               $Y7ƒÌ� s%            l Í‘$yè yϑø9 $#           t βθß™ â‘ ô‰s? 
            ΝÎγÏ�≈ s9 Î)           …çµ x.u‘≡ y‰ s?            …çµ ßϑÅ¡ t⊥ y™ 

 

Other  kind of natural maad   

 

1-Maad badal : when letter before maad letter is 

hamza  as    Νä3ÏΖ≈yϑƒ Î* Î/         (#θè?ρ é&         µ≈ oΨ÷�s?#u 

              maad 

Natural maad     Derived maad 
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2-Maad ewad : when stopping on tanween with 

fathaa change it to natural maad  as     $VϑŠ Å3ym  - $ ¸)ƒ Ì� sÛ  - 

$Y7ƒÌ� s% 
3-maad selah sograa small waw or yaa after letter haa 

,stretch natural maad as   Ïµ Î/   -    µ ÏΡρßŠ  -  …çµ oΨ≈ ysö7ß™  

                               *****  

                  Second derived maad 

 

It has two reasons hamza and sukun  

If hamza or sukun follow natural maad we stretch it 

long maad  

 First hamza  

 

 

Maad mutasel jointly  

 

Maad munfasel separated  

When hamzaa follows 

maad letter at the same 

word as í!#uθy™  4 or 5 

movement  and some time 

6 movements if you stop 

with hamza  

When maad letter 

followed by hamza but at 

two words as  tΑ Ì“Ρé& !$tΒ 2or 

4 or 5 movements 

  

 

Second reason is sukun  :- 
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First temporary sukun (aared) after natural maad you 

can stretch it 2 ,3, 4 or 6 movement 

  

Example  

         ÈÎ7ßϑø9 $#      šχθ è= É)÷è s?        ΟŠÅ3ym       tβρâÌ“ öκ tJ ó¡ o„ 
  

Secondly maad laazem appears because original 

sukun .This sukun can appear at shaddah so we call it 

muthuqqal 

 

 

Kalimy 

mothuqqal 

When shaddah follows 

natural maad at word 

6  

èπ ¨Β!$©Ü9$# Ïj9!$ āÒ9$# 
Kalimy 

mukhaffaf 

When sukun follows 

natural maad at word 

6 
           ≈t↔ø9!#u         

Harfi 

mothuqqal 

When shaddah follows 

natural maad at letter  

6 
   $Ο û¡Û - $ Ο!9# 

Harfi 

mukhaffaf 

When sukun follows 

natural maad at letter  

6 
     üΝm  -  �!9# 

  
*These letters are stretched 6 movement when its 

appear in the beginning ( D>>>>>5�E F;G>>>>>H )  and these 

letters stretch 2 movement (=Iط JK ) example  
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  L2� م MNأ so you will stretch it laam six movement 

and meem six movement  and there is idghaam with 

meem so it will be maad lazem Harfi mothuqqal 

* letter  ع has two ways , we can stretch it 4 or 6 

movement and this is better 

* word   Ο!9# at surah  آل ���ان we can read it without 

maad if we read constantly   

                                    ***** 

                                Maad kind  
 

s.no Maad name  explanation beat

s 

Example  

1 Natural maad  ا  after fatha  ى
after 

kasraوafter 

dammh 

2 βθ ß™â‘ ô‰ s? l Í‘$ yè yϑø9 $#  $ Y7ƒÌ�s% 
 

2 Maad badal ءfollowed by 

 maadواى 

letters 

2 (#θ è?ρ é&    µ≈ oΨ ÷� s?#u 

3 Maad ewad Stopping with 

maad instead 

fathteen  

2 $ ¸)ƒ Ì�sÛ  - $ Y7ƒÌ�s% 

4 Maad selah sogra Haa damer 

followed by 

any letter 

except ء  

2 
     …ã& s! öθ ym    ÏµÎ/ 

5 Maad tamken   ىfollowed by 

 ى

2 
          ↵ÍhŠ Î;̈Ψ9 $# 

6 Jointly maad ءafter natural 

maad same 

word 

4,5,

6 
 !#uθ y™ 
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7 Separated maad    ءafter natural 

maad at two 

word 

2,4,

6 
tΑ Ì“Ρ é& !$ tΒ  

 

8 Temporary maad  Temporary 

sukun after 

maad letters 

2,4,

6 
ΟŠ Å3 ymχθ è=É)÷ès? 
 

9 Lazem kalemy 

mothaqal 

Original 

shadda after 

natural maad 

at words 

6 π̈Β!$ ©Ü9 $# Ïj9 !$ āÒ9 $# 

10 Lazem kalemy 

mokhaffa 

Original 

sukun after 

natural maad 

at words 

6 
           ≈ t↔ ø9 !#u 

11 Lazem harfey  

mothaqal 

Original 

shadda or 

gonnah after 

natural maad 

at this letter 

 F;8 LP�7E 

6 
          $Ο û¡Û - $ Ο !9# 
     L2� م MNا– L2� 12H 4ط   

 

12 Lazem harfey  

mokhaffa 

Original 

sukun  after 

natural maad 

at this letter 
F;8 LP�7E 

6 
          ü Νm  -  �!9# 

م را  MNا-      L2� 4K     

13 Long selah Ha damer 

followed by ء 

2,4,

6 
    βr&  ÿÏµÎ/    öΝßγ |¡à�Ρ r& ÏµÎ/  

14 Maad leen و ىsakina 

after fatha 

2  
             ∃ öθ yz   �ö� yz 

15 Maad farq With istifham 

followed by ء 

6 ø t�Ÿ2 ©%! !# u    ª! !#u 
                                                ***** 
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                              Maad rank 

Some time you will find one word has two kind of 

maad  at the same letter but has two reasons .  

In this case you will stretch one of this maad  

Example    

í!#uθy™    this is motasel jointly maad  and if you 

stopped  with it you will find temporary sukun on 

hamza  , which one will you  strech ? 

Firstly you will call it jointly maad and stretch it as 

jointly mutasel  not temporary sukun  

Why ?  

Because  maad rank  it arrange maad kinds according 

to its power    

Firstly laazem               ≈ t↔ ø9 !#u 
Secondly mutasel jointly maad   !#uθ y™  

Thirdly maad aared ( temporary sukun )    χθ è=É)÷ès? 
Fourthly maad munfasel  separated maad       tΑ Ì“Ρ é& !$ tΒ  

 

Fift mhaad badl              (#θè?ρé&          
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                               Noon qutni  

If sukun appears after tanween , as you know 

tanween is noon sakenaa so we will change this noon 

sakenaa to noon with kasra . because in Arabic we 

cant pronounce tow letters have sukun together   

Example :- 

                       “Ï% ©!$#   >οt“ yϑ—9             JNوR 4دنE  ْ ِ ٙ ٙ 4’n<ρ W{$# #·Š% tæ  

                                    ***** 

                         Stopping at the end  

 

 
 

                                      

 

taa marboota 

change to 

haa sakuna 

π |Êθãè t/  
:WَُY<َZ       

 

tanwen 

withfatha stop 

with natural 

maad $ ¹/# u�|    

$ ¹/# u�Ÿ° 

 

Natural maad 

and separated 

maad you will 

strech it 2 beats 

example   Iω r&   
!$ yϑx. āω   and selah 

sogra or qubra 

with haa sakuna 

example …ã& s!   ÿ Ïµ Î/ so 

any haa you will 

stop at it you will 

stop with sukun  

 

shaddah if its 

qalqala it will be 

the strongest ¡= s?uρ  
, noon or meem 

with shaddah stop 

with gonah āχÎ)  
, other letters 

with shaddah you 

will stop with 

small jerk or 

nabra Ìh� x©  

 

Any movement other than this you will 

stop with sukun  
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                      Letters articulations   

 

 


